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INTRODUCTION
We have completed our investigation of the circumstances surrounding a July 12,
1994, complaint which Robert 0. Klock, a former contract worker at the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), filed with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL).
engineering specialist at
(Klock was a
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant [WBNI.) Klock alleged that TVA violated Section 21-1, of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, by discriminating against him
because he reported a safety concern to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). More specifically, Klock alleged that on June 22, 1994, during the
Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT), he reported a safety concern regarding a valve
misalignment to TVA, which TVA did not resolve. He then reported that concern
to-the NRC; and, on July 5, 1994, TVA fired him. According to Klock, he was not
given a reason for his termination, despite the fact
had promised him further TVA employment in the Heating Ventilation Air
Conditioning (HVAC) group after the ILRT ended.
We investigated Klock's allegations to determine whether any current or former
TVA employee engaged in misconduct. We did not address whether any
Section 211 violation occurred since such determinations are, by statute,
entrusted to DCL.1
SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
made the decision to terminate Klock, based on information from
that Klock went to Florida for the week of July 5 and failed to report to
work as scheduled. The evidence developed during our investigation did not show
that TVA terminated Klock because he reported safety concerns. Rather, the
evidence supported the following findings.
* TVA did not intend to continue Klock's employment after the ILRT ended. The
evidence indicates that TVA had work Klock could have performed after his
termination, and Klock's belief that TVA had promised him further work
apparently was based on his interpretation of discussions concerning TVA's
need for additional help in the HVAC group. However, no one we interviewed
1Because of differing standards, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) and DOL may reach
different conclusions based on the same set of facts. For the OIG to find misconduct, it needs to
conclude that a preponderance of evidence shows misconduct. However, Section 211 provides
that DOL may find a violation if the complainant demonstrates a protected activity was a
contributing factor to the unfavorable personnel action, unless the employer demonstrates by "clear
and convincing evidence" that it would have taken the same action in the absence of the protected
activity.
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confirmed Klock's claim that TVA had made a commitment to Klock for further
work, and the available evidence does not show that TVA planned to continue
Klock's employment after completion of the ILRT. Management explained that
before Klock went to the NRC with the valve alignment problem, it had decided
he was too difficult to manage (particularly regarding the use of overtime), and
his services would not be needed after completion of the ILRT.
There were discussions within TVA regarding the valve misalignment, including
whether someone might have deliberately misaligned the valve and who might
have reported the misalignment to the NRC. Because the valve alignments
were within Klock's area of responsibility, his name was mentioned during
those discussions, and some TVA managers suspected that Klock had raised
the issue to the NRC. Evidence also indicates
and
could have
suspected Klock raised the issue to the NRC. However,
indicated he
was not concerned about who raised the issue to the NRC. Further,
and
denied they knew Klock had raised the issue to the NRC at the time
he was terminated, and the evidence does not show that the decision to
terminate Klock was based on his raising a-safety concern.
*

explained that he terminated Klock approximately two weeks before
completion of the ILRT because
told him that Klock took vacation
without obtaining prior approval from TVA, and his services were no longer
needed. Our investigation revealed conflicting statements regarding whether
Klock had
approval to take leave. Klock's actions indicate he believed
he had approval to take leave, while
and
actions indicate,
they did not authorize his leave. We also found that after Klock returned from
Florida,
insistence on Klock leaving the site on July 11 resulted in
Klock not being allowed to talk to the Concerns Resolution Staff (CRS)--not
allowing Klock to do so violated TVA Nuclear (TVAN) policies on exit
interviews.

In our opinion, there is insufficient evidence to show that
lied to
about Klock not obtaining approval for leave, or that
would have acted
differently concerning Klock's termination had there been no valve alignment
problem. There also is no evidence to show that the refusal to allow Klock to talk
to CRS was based on his reporting a safety concern to the NRC, and TVAN has
taken corrective action to ensure no further policy violations occur. Accordingly,
we find insufficient evidence to show misconduct in the decision to terminate
Klock.
^

The bases for these conclusions are outlined below.
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BACKGROUND
The following is the sequence of events surrounding Klock's termination.
Date
May 1994

Event
was transferred to WBN and replaced

Mid-June

WBN began preparation for ILRT.
began monitoring and approving all
overtime in the startup program. In addition, OA (Quality Assurance) conducted an
extensive review to ensure the valve alignments being used in the ILRT were correct.

June 22

A pipefitter identified the misaligned valves and reported them to Klock. Klock in
turn reported the problem to
did not, at that time, take any action and
did not report it to
who replaced
the next shift.2 Klock later reported the
same concern to

June 23
the problem to

questioned Klock about the problem and reported
There were meetings concerning the problem. Klock showed

the problem with the valve-the problem was
subsequently corrected, and the ILRT was started.3
June 24

The valve alignment problem was discussed during a meeting involving

June 29

The ILRT itself was finished although the paperwork still had to be completed. Klock
left work for the week (Wednesday).

July 5

Klock did not report to work. He called
Florida and stated he would not return to work until July 11.
information on to TVA, and subsequently TVA informed
terminating Klock.

July 11

passed this
that TVA was

Klock returned to WBN and was instructed to leave.

explained, in retrospect, he most likely did not advise
Klock's concern because he did
not think the valve alignment issue was a greater problem than some other matters needing
attention.
2

3 The

safety concern raised by Klock is discussed in an NRC inspection report dated July 27, 1994.
The report notes that TVA confirmed this was an isolated problem, and the NRC inspector identified
no other discrepancies in another walkdown he conducted.
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KLOCK'S SUPERVISORY CHAIN AT TVA
The following is an outline of the individuals involved in Klock's termination and
their relationships to Klock.

was Klock's onyi TVA supervisor.

*

was Klock's immediate supervisor.

was a direct report to

was Klock's site lead and worked in Klock's
not
supervise
Klock's work.
organization. He did
Three other persons involved in the ILRT but not in Klock's management chain
were:
Technical Support was responsible

*
for conducting the ILRT.
day shift test director for the ILRT.
assist WBN, and he reported directly to

stated

was from Corporate to

director for ILRT evening shift.
TVA'S PLANS FOR KLOCK AFTER THE ILRT WAS COMPLETED
The evidence developed during our investigation shows TVA did not intend to
continue Klock's employment after the ILRT ended. TVA had work Klock could
have performed after his termination, and Klock's belief that TVA had promised
him further work apparently was based on his interpretation of discussions
concerning TVA's need for additional help in the HVAC group. However, no one
we interviewed confirmed Klock's claim that TVA had made a commitment to him
for further work, and the available evidence does not show TVA planned to
continue Klock's employment after completion of the ILRT. Management
explained that before Kiock went to the NRC with the valve alignment problem, it
had decided Klock was too difficult to manage, particularly with regard to the use
of overtime, and his services would not be needed after completion of the ILRT.
The bases for these conclusions are outlined below.
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EVIDENCE SHOWING TVA PLANNED TO RELEASE KLOCK AFTER COMPLETION
OF THE ILRT
and
both stated they planned to release Klock after the ILRT was
completed. Their reasons included that Klock was hard to manage, and he abused
overtime. 4 Their statements are outlined below.
stated the decision to release Klock was made long before the valve
alignment issue was discovered.
made the following statements about
plans to release Klock after the ILRT was completed.
*

During the first week of June 1994,
and
discussed Klock's
overtime use; and
stated that when the ILRT was completed,
would "release" Klock from further employment with TVA.
stated this conversation occurred during one of the times
had taken
Klock's overtime sheets to
for his approval of the extensive overtime
used by Klock. This was one of the times that Klock had used more than 20 or
30 hours over the authorized overtime. When
asked how long they
would need Klock,
replied they would need Klock through the
completion of the ILRT.
told
they could let Klock go after the
test was finished.
did not recall any witnesses to this conversation.

*

and
talked several times--when discussing the overtime issue
and about letting Klock go when the ILRT was over. From the very beginning,
was going to let Klock go at the earliest convenience.5

*

Klock should have known that he was going to be terminated after the ILRT
because
had told
before he left
WBN around mid-May 1994 that he planned to release Klock after the ILRT.
However,
did not know if
gave Klock this information.6

said he intended to release Klock after the ILRT. However, he did not
specifically remember discussing releasing Klock with
He made the
following additional statements.
4According

to
records, during May and June 1994, Klock worked 347 hours of overtime-approximately 38. hours per week in overtime.
stated Klock's overtime was difficult to control. According to
he was constantly
trying to manage Klock's overtime because Klock liked to work a lot of overtime, and he often
exceeded the amount
had approved.
further stated that TVA management had
issued directives to cut back on overtime, and
made an aggressive attempt to do so.
Klock's coworker, stated he had disagreements with Klock about overtime, and
he
felt he had worked too much overtime during the ILRT.)
6

stated he did not remember specifically discussing releasing Klock with
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*

remembered general discussions with
workers involved in the ILRT.

*

planned to downsize the
group after the ILRT because
was one of the more expensive contractors. Other
employees were
terminated around the same time as Klock, and
allowed
employees to work for another contractor onsite who was not as expensive as

about destaffing the

7.-

*

had told
from the start that Klock was hard to manage and
was abusing overtime. Klock had been abusing overtime for about six weeks
before he was terminated. 8

*

had asked for more help.
However,
said specifically that he did not want Klock, because he did
not think Klock was a good worker.

confirmed he told
he did not want Klock working for him in the
HVAC group. According to
because of Klock's use of overtime,
was concerned that Klock would "wear him out" on overtime, and
would be constantly fighting with Klock to maintain his own budget.
confirmed that TVA was downsizing
the number of UESC employees to further reduce TVA's costs, and TVA planned
to further reduce UESC's contractors working in startup when the ILRT was
completed. According to
there were about 78
employees working
at WBN on May 13, 1994, and during the last two weeks of June, there were
20 to 25
employees working the startup program.
stated that most
of the
employees working in startup were released- after the second week
of July 1994.
-

-

Klock's coworker, stated it was a well known fact that TVA was trying to reduce the
number of
employees because
payments were too high.
stated he quit working
for
during mid-July and started working for another contractor at WBN in the HVAC group.
7

stated that Klock often would want to do assignments on the weekend when those
assignments could be done during the next week. According to
complained he
was having trouble managing Klock, primarily because Klock used so much overtime. Often,
brought Klock's timesheets-to
for special approval because, in
mind, he
did not want to approve the extra overtime without
approval. After the first or second
request,
asked
if he really needed the work done
on weekends.
said he did not need the work done on weekends, and
did not
approve the overtime requests for Klock on weekends.
confirmed
talked to him
about Klock's overtime. According to
he told
that he
did not manage the
startup employees' overtime. Rather,
gave
the items that needed to be done to
support the schedule and left it to
to manage how it was done. He also told
that
he had some employees available if
needed help.)
8

-
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KLOCK'S ALLEGATIONS THAT TVA PROMISED HIM FURTHER WORK

Klock alleged management's statements that there was no other work for him was
a "total lie." Klock stated that when he left the site on June 29, there was no
issue about additional further employment, and he was not aware of a problem
until he returned from vacation. Klock made three basic arguments to support his
allegation: (1)
told Klock and others that Klock would be working in
HVAC after the ILRT was completed; (2) two other
employees who had
worked with Klock on the ILRT were transferred to the HVAC group; and (3) Klock
was the designated systems engineer on the ice condenser system, so he had
work to do other than the ILRT. The evidence supports Klock's claim that TVA
had work he could have done after the ILRT. However, insufficient evidence
exists to support Klock's claim that he had been promised continued work at TVA.
Allegation that

Told Klock and Others He Would be Working in HVAC

Klock recited several instances where
allegedly said Klock would be
working in HVAC after the ILRT was completed. He also recited one instance
where
allegedly heard Klock say he (Klock) would be working in HVAC,
and
said nothing to the contrary. The witnesses did not confirm Klock's
,claim in any of these instances. Each is discussed below.
Incident One
According to Klock, about two to three weeks before he was terminated,
told him there were problems with HVAC, and he
needed some
additional support. According to Klock, he told
that he had education
with HVAC, and
said he would transfer Klock and the other individuals in
his group to the HVAC group. Klock stated this conversation occurred in
office,
was present
during this conversation.
did not recall a conversation with Klock concerning HVAC while
was in the room.

stated he did not remember making a commitment to

Klock about other employment with TVA after the ILRT was completed.
made the following additional statements.
He discussed HVAC with Klock in the sense that HVAC was an area where
expected he would need extra help after the ILRT was completed.
9According

to Klock,
later told him he would be releasing
because they did not
need him. He specifically asked
if he (Klock) was being released, and
told him
"absolutely not."
.
told him, 'We have plenty of work for you." Klock did not cite any
witnesses to this alleged conversation.

7
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Klock might have taken his "generic comments" to mean that
going to transfer Klock to that group.

was

They did not discuss the specific issue of continued employment for Klock, and
he did not remember any specific commitment to Klock that he would transfer
him to the HVAC group.
- told the CRS he might have told Klock he
would look for another position for him, but he did not tell Klock that he
had another position for Klock.)
Although
had asked for more help,
specifically said he did not want Klock, because he did not think Klock was a
good worker.
As discussed previously,
confirmed he told
want Klock working for him in the HVAC group. 10

that he did not

confirmed that around June 21, he was talking to
when Klock came
in the office. According to
- he heard
praising Klock for the work he
had been doing in the area of ILRT. He remembered
talking to Klock
about future things that needed to be done in startup. However, he did not
remember
making any commitment or job offer to Klock on the HVAC
project.
interpreted the thrust of the conversation to be the possible use of
Klock's services in the HVAC group.
Incident Two
Klock stated that
told Klock that
and
had made statements that Klock was moving over to another
group after he finished what he was working on.
did not recall telling

that Klock was going to be moved to another

group.

confirmed that there were conversations during meetings when
and
discussed the future HVAC needs. However, Klock's name was never
mentioned during these discussions.
also confirmed he and Klock
discussed future work; however, he stated he never made any kind of
commitment to Klock. He never told Klock there was a need for him in the HVAC
10
stated that on July 5 he called
to notify him that Klock
would not be returning to work until July 11.
stated he called
because he and
Klock thought Klock would be working for
i in the future. According to
told him he did not know anything about Klock working for him, and Klock was not going to be
working for him.

8
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group or that Klock would be transferred to work in that group. According to
. there was never any commitment by
or any other person to Klock.
Similarly,
stated
the HVAC group.

never mentioned that he intended to use Klock in

also stated he never heard (1) any mention of Klock being moved over to
HVAC or (2) that
ever intended to move Klock to HVAC. He stated they
had some manpower discussion, and it might have been mentioned as a possibility
that Klock might transfer to the HVAC group, but it did not come across to
that Klock was transferring to HVAC.
Incident Three
According to Klock, several people, including
and
told him
had said in
"morning meetings" with the startup leads that Klock was
being transferred to the HVAC group.
did not remember making any statements in his morning meetings that
Klock would be used in the HVAC program.
acknowledged that during the early June startup meetings,
made
comments that once the ILRT was completed, there would be a need for workarto start preparing to work on the HVAC test. However, he stated these
discussions were generic in nature, and there was no mention of Klock's name.
denied
told Klock that
had said Klock would be transferring
over to the HVAC group. Rather,
stated Klock told
he was moving to
HVAC. According to
when Klock told
about a move to HVAC,
found it hard to believe because HVAC was not his field.
Incident Four
Klock stated he told
'--with
beside him--that he (Klock) was moving to the HVAC group.

standing

stated that on June 22, he, Klock, I
and others had gone to the
containment building to visually check the valve misalignment. At that time,
according to
Klock said that he and others were going to be working on the

9
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HVAC test after the ILRT was finished. However,
was a party to that conversation or just in the area."'

did not know if L

Allegation That Two Other
Employees Who Had Worked With Klock on the
ILRT Were Transferred to the HVAC Group

Klock stated he told his coworkers they would be moving to the HVAC group.
They told him they had no HVAC experience, and Klock told them that he had
experience, and they would be working together. After he was terminated, they
were transferred to the HVAC group, and according to Klock, they were both
"supporting a task they have no experience in. [He] was the individual who had
that experience, and that was the basis for [them] being transferred over there." 12
The following information supports Klock's allegations that his coworkers
continued employment at TVA after the ILRT was completed. While their
continued employment shows TVA had work that Klock could have done, it does
not show that TVA had made a commitment to Klock that he would be working in
HVAC.

* According to CRS notes of a July 20 interview with

the following four

people worked on the ILRT--Klock,
(At that time, Klock,

and

,

and

worked for

told CRS that Klock and
had been released;

time in HVAC; and

-

-

was working part-time with the ILRT and pert-

was in HVAC.
stated that

never worked for him in the
HVAC group. According to
worked in HVAC for a short time.
stated
was not comfortable in HVAC and found another
-job before he actually started working in that group.

11Klock also said he told others that he had been told he would be working in HVAC.

confirmed that toward the end of June, Klock told him 'they' had planned to have him work on the
HVAC test. Similarly,
confirmed that Klock said
told him they
would be moving to HVAC; These conversations indicate Klock believed he would be working in

the HVAC group. However, the evidence does not verify that Klock's belief was based on any
actual commitment to him.
121
stated that he and Klock had ongoing discussions about what would happen to them after
the ILRT was completed.
confirmed that one day, Klock told him that .
said Klock,
and another coworker were being transferred to the HVAC group when the ILRT was

completed.

10
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* According to records,
until
Startup Group on

was transferred to the HVAC group and worked
Records show
quit working for the
and left TVA.

Allegation Klock Was the Designated Systems Engineer on the Ice Condenser
System
Klock stated that he also was the system engineer for the ice condenser system
and had talked to
about the additional testing that had to be done.
According to Klock, he and ,
were going to resolve the issue when Klock
returned from vacation. Again, the evidence supports Klock's contention insofar
as it shows there was work he could have done at TVA after his termination.
However, the existence of work he could have done does not, by itself, negate the
stated reasons for his termination.
According to WBN's Startup System Assignment lists for May and July, Klock was
listed as the primary engineer for the ice condenser system and the ice condenser
system ice-making equipment.
stated that on July 5, 1994,
asked if Klock was needed on the ice
condenser system.
said no because the ice condenser system was not a
priority, and management had only recently started looking at the ice program.
According to
at the time he terminated Klock, there was no need to look
at the ice condenser system, and Klock was not the only person capable of
handling it.
had also brought in the vendor of the ice condenser system
to take care of all chiller problems because TVA needed specific help in that area.
stated that Klock was the system engineer on the ice condenser system
only because
had a
heart attack.
further stated that Klock's involvement in the system was for
operating it only during the ILRT. After the ILRT, there was additional work to be
done on the system, and the procedures for testing had not been written.
However, there was no specific work that Klock would have been required to do
once the ILRT was finished.' 3
TVA'S KNOWLEDGE THAT KLOCK REPORTED SAFETY CONCERN TO THE NRC
Our investigation showed there were discussions within TVA regarding the valve
misalignment, including whether someone might have deliberately misaligned the
valve and regarding who may have reported the misalignment to the JNJRC.
confirmed that Klock was operating in the lead capacity for the ice condenser system
because
had personal health problems.

11
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Because the valve alignments were within Klock's area of responsibility, his name
was mentioned during those discussions, and some TVA managers suspected
Klock had raised that issue to the NRC. There also is evidence indicating that
could have suspected Klock had raised the issue to the NRC.
and
indicated he was not concerned about who raised the issue to
However,
denied knowing Klock had raised the issue
and
the NRC. Further,
to the NRC at the time he was terminated, and the evidence does not show that
the decision to terminate Klock was based on his raising a safety concern. Our
conclusions are based on the following information.
AND

STATEMENTS

stated he was not aware Klock had gone to the NRC with the valve
he first learned about it through
misalignment problem. According to
Klock's DOL complaint. He made the following additional statements.
*

did not question how the NRC got the information. He assumed that
since the NRC had quite a few inspectors for the startup, the inspectors found
the problem themselves or overheard a conversation regarding the problem.

*

did not remember if there was a discussion that Klock may have
provided the information. The primary interest was to get the valves aligned
properly so they could finish the ILRT. This was not the only important issue to
be resolved. Rather, it was just another problem that needed correcting before
completing the test.

*

receives a "lot of calls from the NRC with questions," and he does
not question how they found out about the problems.
He had no knowledge that Klock knew anybody in the NRC personally. He
-believed the NRC and TVA employees are "professionals" who can have
discussions among themselves concerning elements of the test.

stated he was not aware Klock. had raised the valve alignment issue with
the NRC before he was terminated. In trying to remember how he learned that
went through several possibilities, including
Klock had gone to the NRC,
was
thinking that Klock had told him before Klock's termination. Although
not sure how he learned about Klock raising this issue with the NRC, he believed
Klock's
he learned about it through
OTHER INFORMATION
stated he did not know Klock reported
the valve alignment problem to the NRC until the OIG came to interview him about

12
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Klock's DOL complaint. However, he stated they (management) suspected Klock
had reported it. He made the following additional statements.
*

On June 24, 1994, QA called a meeting for Technical Support to explain to GA
what had been done about the valve misalignment problem.
were involved in the meeting.
During the meeting, the question arose, "Did somebody just strictly take them
[NRC] right to it and show it to them. That was questioned, that the potential
existed that Bob [Klock] knew about it, that he possibly took them to it."
stated they had no proof one way or the other; but they discussed it, and he
did not remember how that question came up.

*

Koehl was aware that Klock knew
but there was no real discussion in
the meeting about that relationship. However,
had never
gone through an ILRT before, and some of the questions and items that
came up with were not the kind that a person who had never worked an ILRT
would know to ask. There were some problems that seemed to come out of
nowhere, so they dealt with the issues without knowing where they came
from.14

*

After the meeting,
talked to Klock and the other Technical Support
people to make sure that if they found any issues, they made management
aware of those issues.

stated that
asked him to schedule a meeting (the June 24
meeting). According to
daily planner, his secretary scheduled the
meeting involving
stated,
although he was not positive, he believed that since the meeting was with GA, the
purpose of the meeting was to establish a timeline concerning the valve
misalignment problem.
could not remember whether Klock's name came
up in the meeting.
stated that he had so many different meetings he
could not remember specific meetings.
stated he vaguely remembered the meeting, but he was not sure if
was in the meeting or if he came in the room after the meeting when
it was often rumored Klock was "too close" to
the NRC inspectors, but people were not out to "get Klock' because of this closeness. According
to
as various problems developed during the testing phases, he and
wondered how the NRC would know some 'things" before the testing was done. He
and
would discuss how they would anticipate resolving various problems, and before anything
was done, an NRC inspector would ask them what they were going to do about "such and such a
problem.'
14

.stated

13
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they were "sitting around talking about various things." He made the following
additional statements.
* After reviewing his daily planner,
stated
called the meeting
because
had a concern someone may have intentionally changed the
valves, because the GA inspectors had recently spent a lot of time verifying
positions of various valves.
wanted to create a timeline of the events
surrounding the misalignment. The meeting was held to find out when TVA
found the problem, when it was reported, who reported it, how it was
reported, and when it was fixed.
* There was a concern regarding whether TVA was aware of the problem before
the NRC brought it to TVA's attention.
* Klock's name was brought up during the discussion in the context that the
valve alignment was in his area of responsibility. The discussion, however,
was not directed at Klock. Rather, those in the meeting were concerned about
whether someone had seen this valve misalignment, gone to the NRC with it,
and not reported it to management for correction.
stated that when he first
learned about the valve misalignment problem, he wanted to identify how the
problem was found because his people had just completed a massive project to
identify any misalignments. He made the following additional statements.
instructed
GA inspectors to find out, among other things, who
discovered the problem, because he was concerned about whether somebody
might have purposely repositioned some valves to create the problem.
told
the only way somebody in the NRC could have found
the problem was if someone led the NRC to it.
stated he had no
suspicions as to who reported the concern to the NRC, and he "could care
less."
*

He does not specifically remember what the June 24, 1994, meeting was
about; but according to his limited notes,
called the meeting. The
meeting could haC'e.concerned the establishment of a timeline to record the
events surrounding the valve misalignment problem. There was a concern that
someone intentionally changed the valve position.
He did not remember if Klock's name was discussed as the NRC complainant.
However, it would not be abnormal to have mentioned Klock's name, because
he was the contractor working on the pretest requirements.
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participated in the meeting.

He did not recall the extent to which

acknowledged he suspected that Klock reported the concern to the NRC.
made the
stated he did not tell anyone his suspicion.
However,
following additional statements.
*

talked to Klock
asked him to investigate the situation, and
because Klock was the startup engineer responsible for the valve alignments.
that during the local leak rate testing of the penetration, his
Klock told
craft reported to him the valve assembly was not in the Surveillance Instruction
that Technical Support used in its work.

.

and Klock's conversation, it came out that the NRC was aware
During
-of the problem. Klock was not necessarily boasting about it, but he was "real
cocky" about it.

suspected Klock
he had informed the NRC, but
* Klock never told
told the NRC. "The conversation [with Klockl was such that he [Klock] almost
said he did it, but . . . he never confessed to doing it."

*

talked to Klock, he went to the NRC office because he was looking
After
provided him specific information
for more amplification on the issue.
telling him that Klock reported the
about the problem. He did not recall
concern.

*

office and reported what he had learned. There was
He went back to
no discussion at that time as to how the information was first learned, since
the biggest concern within GA was that the problem had occurred.

*

recalled a later discussion when someone (unrecalled) asked who told
the NRC.

*

stated he never received an answer as to who told the NRC. He told his
management that "a little birdie told the NRC." No one asked him who the
"birdie" was.

*

did not recall any conversation where he was told Klock reported the
concern to the NRC. Rather, he suspected Klock on his own, and he did not
repeat his opinion to-anyone.

about the valve misalignment problem.
acknowledged he talked to
asked him if Klock had provided the information to
stated that
Initially,
then rephrased his statement to say that he wasn't sure if
the NRC.
had volunteered the information that Klock
had asked him directly, or if he
had come to the NRC. He then qualified his answer again to state "there was no
15
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question in anybody's, mind in that room that Klock had brought the issue to the
NRC. I-L was obvious that Klock had provided the information." He told
the
NRC did not want anyone in.TVA to know Klock had provided the information, and
agreed not to tell anyone.
stated no one from TVA management
asked him who identified the problem to the NRC, and he did not inform anyone in
TVA management that Klock had provided the information to the NRC.
stated he did not consider
to be TVA management. He added that
did not work for the organizations managed by
KLOCK'S TERMINATION

made the decision to terminate Klock based on information from
explained that he terminated Klock approximately two weeks
before completion of the ILRT because
told him that Klock took vacation
without obtaining prior approval from TVA, and his services were no longer
needed.1 5 Our investigation revealed conflicting statements regarding whether
Klock had
approval to take leave. Klock's actions indicate he believed he
had approval to take leave, while
and
actions indicate they did
not authorize his leave. We also found that after Klock returned from Florida,
insistence on Klock leaving the site on July 1 1, 1994, resulted in Klock
not being allowed to talk to the CRS, which violated TVAN policy on exit
interviews.
In our opinion, there is insufficient evidence to show that
lied to
about Klock not obtaining approval for leave or that
would have acted
differently concerning Klock's termination had there been no valve alignment
problem. There also is no evidence to show the refusal to allow Klock to talk to
CRS was based on his reporting a safety concern to the NRC. Accordingly, we
find insufficient evidence to show misconduct in the decision to terminate Klock.
Th-e bases for these conclusions are outlined below.
KLOCK'S STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS TERMINATION
In his DOL complaint, Klock alleged he was fired because he identified a safety
issue to TVA that went unaddressed, and he told an NRC inspector about the
problem. He made the following statements about his termination.
*

On June 29, 1994 (Wednesday), after the ILRT was completed, Klock told
and
in separate

15Under

the contract with
TVA can direct
to discontinue the services of
personnel if they fail to meet TVA's qualifications or performance requirements, or for "any other
reason."
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conversations that he was going to take a vacation. He "had been working
excessive overtime" and had, on an average, worked 80 to 100 hours a week.
told him it was "not a problem" if he needed to take off for that
workweek. Klock had worked 63 hours that week, and
told him to go
6
ahead and leave.1
Klock's
confirmed that on June 29 they were told to go home
and take the rest of the week off [including the July 4th holiday] because they
had already worked their authorized overtime.)
* Before he left, Klock told
and
in separate conversations that he
would either return July 5, 1994; or, if he got to see his children, he was going
to take them to Florida and would not be back to work until July 11, 1994. In
and
told him there was no problem.
-separate conversations,
(According to
before leaving on June 29, 1994, Klock told
he
that he [Klock] might need some extra time off beyond the
had told
weekend because he had worked so many hours the previous four weeks.
that Klock had actually
However, neither Klock nor anyone in TVA told
asked for leave.
statements support Klock's claims that he had some
regarding possibly taking off the week of July 5, 1994.
discussion with
However, there is no direct evidence--beyond Klock's and
statements-as to the exact nature of their conversation.)
*

around 7:30 a.m. at WBN and told himre
On July 5, 1994, Klock called
tell
he would not be coming back until July 11, 1994.
confirmed that Klock called on July 5, 1994, and stated he would not
stated that Klock
be coming back to WBN until Monday, July 11, 1994.
asked him to tell
that he [Klock] was going to need some extra time off
According to
Klock said he
as he had previously discussed with
was in Florida with his family, and he was "just burned out.")

*

Klock believed he was terminated because of problems he identified to the NRC
during the ILRT. Klock claimed TVA viewed him as a troublemaker because he
raised safety concerns. He further stated that it did not make sense that he
was an outstanding employee for 22 months then suddenly there was no work
for him.

16
records show that for the week ending July 1, 1994, Klock worked 63 hours from
Saturday (June 25) to Wednesday (June 29).
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OTHER EVIDENCE REGARDING KLOCK'S TERMINATION
made the following statements.
* On July 5,
told
that Klock called
from Florida and said
he would not be at work until July 1 1, 1994. Klock had not received
permission to be on vacation.
*

asked
if Klock was needed, and
replied Klock was not
needed to finish the ILRT.
told him Klock was hard to manage, and he
had no need for his services.
had also said Klock abused overtime.)
He told
to terminate Klock.

*

and
did not discuss whether to keep Klock around WBN to
finish the ILRT or the HVAC.

* Klock also was not needed on the ice condenser program, because it was not a
priority.
was satisfied with Klock's work habits and abilities. However, he
stated Klock was terminated for poor performance for not being responsible to
the needs of TVA. He did not consider it very professional to call from Florida
to say, "Hey, I'll show up a week from today." He told
that "we
can't run an organization with this kind of attitude," and
agreed.17 The
lack of work for Klock and the length of time Klock would be in Florida were.s
part of his decision to terminate Klock. He considered Klock terminated for
cause because he was absent."8
said Klock basically was let go because the job was ending. Since the ILRT
was complete and only the paper closure remained, Klock was released early,
primarily for not showing, up at work on July 5, 1994. He also made the following
statements about Klock's termination.

stated
informed him that they
were terminating Klock for being away on vacation without his supervisor's permission and because
the project was near completion. According to
Klock was released in good standing with
and is eligible for rehire.
did not remember a call from
also
stated
told him that TVA terminated Klock because Klock took time off without prior TVA
approval.
1/

"According to
said he terminated Klock because
told
that he
did not want Klock to be in his group anymore, and he could do without Klock.
added that Klock violated TVA rules when he did not obtain prior TVA permission to take vacation
time.
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On June 29, 1994, he told Klock that he had used up all of his normal work
hours and his authorized overtime for that week. Klock replied that he would
"go to the house" and return to work July 5. Klock never mentioned anything
about a vacation the next week.
*

There was a board in
where employees were to request
leave or vacation. Klock knew of the board's existence and had plenty ofopportunity to put his name on the board for vacation time. However, Klock
did not put his name on the board. He
took the names on the board to
to make sure
approved the requested leave. If
approved the requests, the employees were authorized to take leave.

*

He did not realize Klock was not at work on July 5 until
told him that
Klock had called and said he was in Florida with his children, was going to take
off the rest of the week, and would return to work on July 11.'9
When he told
about Klock's actions,
asked him if leave or
vacation had been scheduled, and
replied he had not approved Klock's
vacation.
asked
if he needed Klock to finish the ILRT, and
told him he could do without Klock.
then told
he would
terminate Klock.
said the actual test was completed June 29, and the
rest of the work involved putting everything back to its original state and
finishing up paperwork.

*

and
had talked several times about letting Klock go when the
ILRT was completed. When Klock called and said he would not be coming
back until July 11,
stated
figured the test was done; and if
Klock wanted to "play this game," then
did not need him anymore.
told the CRS that they were planning on keeping Klock another two
-weeks to finish the ILRT test results. However, he stated that not having Klock
the week of July 4 resulted in his being released two weeks early. He stated
Klock's termination was part of a planned reduction, but his termination was
accelerated because he was gone that week.)

stated
came to his
office on July 5 and stated that Klock had called
and said he "was burned
out and wouldn't bein until Monday." According to
said, "If a
guy can't show when he's supposed to, I don't want him."
added that it
was Klock's responsibility to ask for leave or vacation time from his supervisor or
higher TVA management.

informed

stated that on July 5,
he was going to take the rest of the week off.
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were not needed anymore and the circumstances of the release. According to
in discussing Klock's termination,
did not consider the

termination to be for cause but for lack of work. (In a note dated July 5,
asked
to inform
that TVA was
terminating Klock for failure to report to work. The note stated, "Mr. Klock called
from Florida and asked another
employee to let us know he would be back
next Monday.")

EVENTS FOLLOWING KLOCK'S TERMINATION

Klock made two allegations concerning events after he returned from Florida-(1)
asked to meet Klock at a bar and, while at the bar, made various
statements supporting Klock's allegations and (2)
refused to allow Klock
to talk to CRS. There was insufficient evidence to show that
asked Klock
to meet him at a bar or that
while at the bar, made the statements Klock
asserted he made. However, our investigation confirmed that because of
actions, Klock was not allowed to talk to CRS on July 11. In our
opinion, the refusal to allow Klock to talk to the CRS violated TVAN policies.
There was, however, insufficient evidence to conclude that.
acted as he
did because Klock had raised the valve alignment issue to the NRC. Also, TVAN
has taken corrective action to ensure no further policy violations occur. The bases
for these conclusions are outlined below.
CONVERSATION WITH

AT THE BAR

Klock made the following statements about his conversation with
Klock was terminated.

after

asked Klock to meet him offsite.
* Subsequently,
and Klock met at a bar.
told Klock that
had decided to get rid of Klock before Klock went on vacation. According to
Klock,
stated that on June 29, when the ILRT was completed,
asked
if he could do without Klock and told
that he no longer
needed Klock's services.
* According to Klock,
stated he told them that Klock was still the system
engineer for the ice condenser system.
denied asking Klock to meet him at a bar. However, he acknowledged
seeing Klock at a bar after Klock's termination. According to
(Klock's friend) brought Klock to the bar.
made the following statements
about his discussion with Klock.
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*

did not remember telling Klock that he and
Klock's future employment before Klock's termination.

*

denied he mentioned to Klock during the bar discussion that
planned to release Klock after the ILRT was completed. He may never have
told Klock that he was going to stay only through the end of the ILRT.

had discussed

* He might have told Klock in the bar that somebody was going to have to take
over the ice condenser system.
NOT ALLOWING KLOCK TO TALK TO CRS
Our investigation revealed the following concerning Klock's request to talk to CRS
and the refusal to allow him to do so.
Policies
TVAN policies provide that exiting contractor employees are to be interviewed by
the contractor's own Employee Concerns Program (ECP), if the contractor has
one, or by the CRS if the contractor does not have an ECP. If the contractor
employee is not interviewed in-person "due to processing out on back shifts,
weekends, or when CRS or ECPs are not available," the CRS (or the ECP) is to
send the exit interview form to the employee by mail. As we read this policy,
Klock should have been allowed to talk to the CRS on July 11 unless for some
reason they were not available.
Klock's Statements
Klock made the following statements about events after his return from Florida and
the refusal to allow him to talk to CRS.
*

On July 10, Klock returned to Tennessee, and there was a note at his home
that he had been terminated. He called
and agreed to meet with him at
WBN the next day to talk to

*

On July 11, he returned to WBN and met with
They tried to contact
but there was a pfroblem because there were some protesters onsite.2 0 They went to
office, and Klock talked to
while
went to find
would not "acknowledge" Klock or allow
Klock to talk to him. Before this, he and
had a professional
relationship and talked continually on a daily basis. This was the "first

2 0 0n

July 11, an environmentalist group staged a protest at WBN.
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acknowledgment that there were any problems at all with the work that [Klock]
had done at TVA."
instructed
to escort Klock off the site immediately or
would have Security take him offsite. Klock asked
if he could talk to
ECP, and
told him, "Bob, he told you to leave site or he'd have Security
[escort you offsite]."
*

After he left the site, he called CRS and "gave them the information that [he]
had requested to talk to them but was not allowed to."

Other Information
generally confirmed Klock's description of events on July 11.
the following specific statements.

made

*

When Klock came to the plant on the July 11,
said TVA "didn't need [Klock] anymore."

*

wanted
to be able to talk to
However, when
told
that Klock wanted to talk to him,
was very emphatic that he
did not want to talk to Klock; he did not want to see Klock; he wanted Klock
off the site; and
should get Klock out of there right away.
said
that if
did not get Klock offsite right away, he
would have
Security escort him offsite.

*

He could not understand why
was so "markedly" upset about Klock.
Although
was not yelling, he was talking somewhere between a
normal voice and high, loud talking.2 1

told him

had

stated that on July 11, 1994, after
Klock had left the site, he called Klock at home. According to
Klock said
he was not allowed to see CRS when exiting WBN and that
had ordered
him off the site.
stated
escorted Klock offsite and took his pictureidentification badge. (According to CRS Employee Interview Record Disclosure
Statement,
signed the statement on July 18, and Klock did not sign it. It
was noted on the form that Klock "was not allowed to see CRS on 7/11/94. He
was invited to come to site on 7/15/94 for exit meeting but declined after making
an appointment with CRS.")
stated
completed
checkout sheet. According to the Nuclear Power Processing
Out Form, on July 15, four supervisors responsible for Badging/Access, Medical, RADCON, and
Materials signed the form indicating Klock had completed processing out. On
signed
Neither Kiock nor CRS signed the form. Further, the type of
separation (i.e., termination, discharge, or termination for cause) was not completed. We limited
our investigation to the CRS issue, and did not review compliance with other checkout procedures.
21
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Statements
stated that on July 11,
told him Klock was onsite and wanted to
talk to him.
made the following statements about what then happened.
told
he did not want to talk to Klock. Part of the reason he
dealt with Klock the way he did that day was because of a previous
experience. While he was
there was an incident where a contract
employee was terminated then permitted back on-site after his release.
Subsequently,
received a violation and fine from the NRC. He did not
want any more fines or violations.
the NRC issued
a Notice of Violation [NOVI because
contract employees who had been terminated gained unauthorized entry into
the protected area at
The NOV was based on an inspection report dated
and an NRC investigation, a synopsis of which was provided to
on
The NOV stated, in part, the "contractors'
supervisors lacked knowledge of out-processing requirements and failed to
assure compliance with out-processing procedures by terminated employees.
This contributed to the failure by the Plant Access Section to remove the
security badges of the terminated employees and their subsequent ability to
gain unauthorized entry into the protected area." However, the NRC did not
fine
in this NOV.)
* He expected
to follow the appropriate checkout procedures.
stated he knew all employees are to be provided an exit interview with CRS
staff onsite, and he expected
to comply with the established practices.
Corrective Action
Onissued a reminder to WBN about the
responsibility of the Technical Contract Managers (TCM) for contractors
processing in and out of WBN. According to the memorandum, TCMs are
responsible for ensuring that contract employees properly process in and out of
the site. "Among the important requirements at check-out is to ensure that
contractor employees have had the opportunity to identify any unresolved safety
or quality issues by participating in an exit interview." Further, the memo stated
that the Site Contracts Administration was contacting each contract company to
remind them of the requirement to check-in and out properly.
In an August 2, 1994, letter to
reminded
that "it is a TVA requirement that the check in
and check-out process as described in WBN procedures be complied with fully.
This includes ensuring that Contractor's employees have had the opportunity to
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identify any unresolved safety or quality issues by participating in an exit
interview."
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on our investigative findings, no recommendations are warranted.
REMARKS
Our investigation of this matter is closed.
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